
 

• Fortunate to have had a very diverse professional career including 
working internationally. 

• I have a structured way of thinking and apply sound project 
management discipline to all aspects of my role. 

• That I see the business through a commercial lens – I’m good at 
assessing both risks as well as rewards and am pragmatic. 

• My drive, energy, positivity and commitment and SOH – my glass is 
always half full. 

• My informal / open door and supportive management style. 

 
• Given all my immediate family lives overseas, I value my close friendships very much. 
• Keeping fit and active gives me the spring in my step, helps me focus and enjoy life to the full. 
• I always seek opportunities to continually challenge myself both professionally and personally – I 

enjoy tackling difficult problems and finding solutions.  
• I am inspired by being part of a talented and committed team with clear accountability and a 

meaningful purpose – I strive to make a positive difference. 
• I want Finance/IT to be valued as a trusted partner to the rest of the business providing robust and 

insightful information when needed to manage the business and support decision making. 
 

• “Own the whole” – think beyond your own role/job and “own” my responsibilities (and the business 
outcomes) and go the extra mile if necessary - we are all in this together. 

• It’s incredibly helpful when you come very prepared to a meeting and can answer fair questions on 
materials presented and have already done the digging so we can act quickly and effectively. 

• We work with a lot of numbers and complexity at times – but I also need you to be able to step back at 
times and paint the bigger picture in context and any highlight other inter-dependencies for me. 

• Ask yourself - are we working as smartly and effectively as we can – don’t be content with doing things 
the same way they’ve always been done – think “will it make the boat go faster?” 

• Forgive me if I ask a lot of (repetitive) questions but I need to get up to speed quickly. 
 

 

 

        


